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BAGS

C.F A.H. P.M.



Founded in 1971 and located in Florence, is perfectly inserted in the Tuscan cultural tradition 
of creation and production of bags. Our mission is to create every day contemporary and di-
stinctive bags that reflect Italian taste and fashion.

Our collections are constantly updated and every season we offer a wide choice of designs and 
models. The selection of materials is always the result of careful research and only the best 
Italian leathers are chosen to give life to the shapes and colors of each season. Our fully equip-
ped design department is at the complete disposal of the best customers to customize our bags 
for their brands or/ and to create and develop customized models and entire lines based on 
sketches, images or simple tips.

As an Italian manufacturer we guarantee a sustainable commitment. We only use Italian 
leather, the result of one of the oldest forms of recycling of a material that would otherwise be 
disposed of as waste, in a product with higher added value.



Bartolomea
Vintage crocodile bag with frame

Price 65,00 €

Bernarda
Soft crocodile combined with suede 

Price 75,00 €



Basilia
High shine flap over 

Price 70,00 € 

Belinda
High shine satchel

Price 71,00 € 



Babi
Bucket made of cowhide leather

Price 65,00 € 

Benvenuta
Bucket in crocodile printed

Price 65,00 € 



Bernadette
Bugatti in printed crocodile

Price 85,00 €

Brunetta
Bag in printed crocodile

Price 72,00 €



Barbara
High gloss barrel bag 

Price 72,00 € 

Beniamina
Bag in leather and leather

Price 60,00 €



Founded in 1971 and located in Florence, is perfectly inserted in the Tuscan cultural tradition 
of creation and production of bags. Our mission is to create every day contemporary and di-
stinctive bags that reflect Italian taste and fashion.

Our collections are constantly updated and every season we offer a wide choice of designs and 
models. The selection of materials is always the result of careful research and only the best 
Italian leathers are chosen to give life to the shapes and colors of each season. Our fully equip-
ped design department is at the complete disposal of the best customers to customize our bags 
for their brands or/ and to create and develop customized models and entire lines based on 
sketches, images or simple tips.

As an Italian manufacturer we guarantee a sustainable commitment. We only use Italian 
leather, the result of one of the oldest forms of recycling of a material that would otherwise be 
disposed of as waste, in a product with higher added value.



Lira Mini
Bag in calfskin with contrasting han-
dle

Price 45,00 € 

Capri Pinzata
Calfskin bag with brass chain

Price 51,00 € 



Solarino O
Calfskin bag
 
Price 66,00 €
 

Colette
Borsa in vitello laminato con tracolla 
staccabile

Prezzo 87,00 € 



Bags are handcrafted one by one according to the production process that we keep on impro-
ving over time in order to make it more sustainable and efficient, yet not sacrificing quality.

Paul, our designer, deals with the design of the models and the realization of the graphics by 
using a special software: the time of the creation of a bag varies from2to4 hours, depending on 
the complexity of the piece. The graphics are always different and some models are composed 
of 12 elements.

Once the graphic is ready, it gets digitally printed on truck tarpaulin rolls or synthetic textured 
leather: digital printing is ideal because it allows us to obtain a very high resolution and an 
excellent color rendering. The printed materials are then covered by a protective layer to make 
them even more resistant to mechanical clutches, atmospheric agents and sunlight.



Ribella
Fun, fancy and fashionable pochette; it can 
match elegant dresses or sporty outfits.
Dimensions (cm): 15 x 35 x 3
Volume: 2 liters
- Zip fastener
- Strap for one-shoulder use nickel colour
- Integrated handle
Inetrnal organization:
- 1 zip pocket
Material:
Lorry tarpaulin in high quality PVC: resi-
stant, waterproof and tear proof.
This bag is made in Italy, handmade, cruelty 
free and unique in the world.
Price 47,00 €

Pepe
The shopper bag with double handles to 
carry on the shoulder in any occasion.
Pepe is designed for practical, active, dy-
namic women, whose bag represents their 
faithful companion of adventures.
Dimensions (cm): 30 x 38 x 10
Volume: 12 liters
Features:
- Zip fastener
- Double handle
- Reflector
Internal Organization
- 1 pull-up zip pouch
- 1 zip pocket
- 1 twist pocket
Material:
High quality lorry tarpaulin: resistant, wa-
terproof and tear proof.
Price. 80,00



Giro
Giró A5 is a women handbag white color with 
nacre fantasy: it’s made of digitally-printed lorry 
tarpaulin in high quality PVC.
You can wear this pochette on your wrist thanks 
to the detachable handle or like a shoulder bag 
using the adjustable shoulder strap. Handle and 
shoulder strap are interchangeable, since they 
are attached to the bag via a snap-hook.
The bag has a zip closure and an inner pocket to 
keep safe the most important things. The shoul-
der strap is adjustable and very durable.
Features
Color: white with nacre fantasy
Material: lorry tarpaulin in high quality PVC
Organization: zip, inside zip pocket
Height: 8,2 in (21 cm)
Width: 8,2 in (21 cm)
Price: 53,00

Mini
Comfy, classy, versatile and feminine but wi-
thout any frills.Unique boston bag with handles, 
to be carried in hands, underarm, and as a cross 
body at times.
Dimensions (cm): 20 x 20 x 32
Volume: 11 liters
Features:
- Double strap closure
- Double handle
- Adjustable strap, double unfastening for 
one-shoulder use
Intrenal Oranization:
- 1 pull-up zip pouch
Material:
Lorry tarpaulin in high quality PVC: resistant, 
soft, waterproof, tear proof, eco friendly and 
easily washable.
Price: 66,00



Pepe
Fun, fancy and fashionable clutch; it can match elegant dresses or sporty outfits.
Parka 184 is handcrafted, 100% Made in Italy and it’s a Limited Edition.
Dimensions (cm): 17 x 21 x 7 Volume: 3 liters
Features:
- Zip fastener
- Outside back pocket
- Strap for one-shoulder use nickel colour
- 1 inside pocket with zip
Material: Lorry tarpaulin in high quality PVC: resistant, waterproof and tear proof.
Lorry tarpaulin in high quality PVC is a very strong material. After printing, we treat PVC with 
a special transparent coat to make it more resistant to scratches, sunlight, rain and other external 
agents: you can use this bag in every condition without worrying about ruining it.
Cleaning PVC is easy: just use a damp cloth with cleansing milk lotion or neutral soap
Price 42,00 €

Selz
Material: Lorry tarpaulin
Dimensions  (cm.) 35 x 14 x 37
Volume: 19 litri
Internal Organization:
- 1 pull-up zip pouch
- 1 zip pocket
Features:
- Zip and twist fastener
- Double handle
- Reflector
Price 72,00 €



Flat
Practical and versatile women’s flat 
bag.
Dimensions (cm): 38 x 40
Volume: 12 liters
Features:
- Adjustable strap, double unfastening 
for one-shoulder use
- Double handle
Internal Organization:
- 1 pull-up zip pouch
- 1 zip pocket
Material:
High quality hammered faux leather: 
resistant, waterproof and tear proof.
Price 53,00 €

Flat
The unmistakable half-moon shape 
and the generous internal dimensions 
make this bag a unique accessory for 
comfort and fit. The adjustable shoul-
der strap and soft line make it suitable 
for the daily routine and ideal for a life 
on the move with style.
Dimensions: 41 x 29 x 14
Volume: 15 liters
Features:
- Zip closure
- Adjustable handle shoulder strap
Internal Organization:
- 1 pocket with tear
- 1 zip pocket
Material: High quality PVC truck tar-
paulin: resistant, waterproof, tearproof 
and easily washable.
Price 61,00 €



JEANS

G.V



Born in 1950, Roman by birth and Venetian by adoption, he dedicated his life to denim.
After founding historical brands such as Americanino and Met, and having dictated the style 
for internationally renowned brands, today he dedicates himself to the brand that bears his 
name “GEGE”.
Many well-known characters and faces from the show acted as indirect testimonials to his mo-
dels, making them objects of desire, status symbol of belonging to the jet set.
His jeans are popular because they make women feel beautiful. It is an “accessory denim” em-
bellished with embroidery, applications and special treatments carried out completely by hand.
Since his debut, he stands out for its particular attention to the quality of the fabrics and for a 
particular craftsmanship, a mix between Made in Italy and the typical Venetian manufacturing 
industry.
Another distinctive element is the ability to anticipate fashion trends, thanks to a work-team 
in the style-research area ranging from 20 to 30 years. Denim is the most popular fabric in the 
world enriched by Italian creativity.



Bridget Light
“Relax fit” trousers with pleats on the front, 
belt closure with 1 button and zip flap. De-
nim cotton

Price 50,00 €

H-K-Fit
Regular waist trousers, slim fit, belt closure 
with 2 buttons, zip flap. Stretch denim

Price 43,00 €



Giro

Pantalone 5 Tasche vita alta, chiusura slim fit 
Cintura con 1 Bottone, zip in Patta, Fondo a 
Zampa. Denim stretch

Prezzo 46,00 €

Mina
Pantalone regular in vita, vestibilità slim, chiusu-
ra con cintura a 2 bottoni, patta con zip. Denim 
stretch

Prezzo 47,00 €



Crisy Bull Light
Pantalone 5 Tasche vita alta, chiusura slim 
fit Cintura con 1 Bottone, zip in Patta, Fon-
do a Zampa. Denim stretch

Prezzo 45,00 €

Cristy Bull Dark
Pantalone 5 Tasche vita alta, chiusura slim 
fit Cintura con 1 Bottone, zip in Patta, Fon-
do a Zampa. Denim stretch

Prezzo 45,00 €



KNITEWEAR

R.P C.ZC.



The collections are distributed in the best Italian and international boutiques and are aimed at 
a classy woman who loves to stand out and who prefers to dress a refined, refined and elegant 
look. The constant attention to the quality of its products has allowed MP di Rosanna Pellegrini 
& C. sas to offer the market new and continuous proposals to the panorama of the sector.

The Fall/Winter collections are mainly made of real knitwear with high quality yarns, while for 
Spring/Summer, in addition to the “true tricot” precious fabrics of various types prevail.

Craftsmanship is an integral part of the company’s DNA and legacy. Synonymous with a time-
less elegance that is characterized by a maniacal attention to detail.



56106
Ribbed knit fin.7 - 100% Merino Extra 
fine wool

Price 88,00 € 

56133
Stockinette t-shirt fin.12 with hand 
embroidery - 100% Extra fine merino 
wool

Price 88,00 € 



56100
Stocking sweater with central motif 
fin.7  - 100% Merino Wool Extrafine

Price 70,00 € 

56137
Maglia rasata fin.7 con motivo a coste 
e collo staccato - 100% Extrafine Meri-
no Wool

Price 81,00 € 



5618
Stocking sweater with embroidery 
fin.12 - 100% Extra fine merino wool

Price 76,00 € 

2244
Blusa in jersey Pesante - 1.0) 95% Co-
tone - 5% Elastan / 48% Cotone - 48% 
Poliestere - 4% Elastan

Prezzo 60,00 €



561814
Stocking fin.7 jacket with embroidery 
- 100% extra fine merino wool

Price 108,00 €

56137
Sleeveless knitted jacquard fin.5 - 1 
coat) 38%Acrylic -32%Polyamide 
-30%Mohair Kid / 2 coat)100%Merino 
wool Extrafine / 3 coat)50%Merino wool 
-50%Acrylic / 4 coat)70%Viscose-Polya-
mide -15%Polyester

Price 75,00 € 



Today we see inside the second generation that, like the first days, carries on with passion and 
enthusiasm the production of knitwear.

They specialize in the production of knitwear and finished garment (full fashion)

You can knit any kind of fineness and all kinds of yarn.

Its products are already highly regarded in the UK, Germany, France, Spain and Portugal.
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